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The black hole information paradox

Classically
nothing escapes a black hole
black hole has no degreesof freedom Ino hair

beyond mass charge angularmomentum
so if somethingfalls into a blank hole it never comes

out and the information is losttooutside observers

A semiclassital computation shows
blank holes radiate Hawking radiation
this radiation ispurely thermal containing no

information about the blackhole

after some finite time theblack holeevaporates



Black hole information paradox BHP

EEE

If we collect allHawking radiation can we

reconstruct the bookafterevaporation
It appears we can not contradicting
unitarilyof the universe asharper version of

the paradox AMPS
IAlmheivi et alSolutions

accept information loss

quantumgravity corrections at the final stage
of evaporation information comes out atthe end
Hawking radiation stops at some point
no smooth horizon

Solution needs a theory of quantumgravity
at s tale lp 1 6 no 35m
en strength Give 6 f x no m kj's

Way beyond experimentally accessible sales but
relevant near black hole singularity



The Page curve

Consider Rh radiation system
BB black hole interior

Assume unitarily Iso theuniverse is a purestate

14BR Mi lei Q I fi Schmidt decomposition

entanglement entropy of the radiation

H RR
y Eti logdi

Hawking radiation thermal maximally mixed
HCRI log de

On the other hand
H R y HAB y

E
log de

which goes to zero at the end

Proposal model black holeevolution by
random unitary



this makes some sense black holes equilibratevery
quickly so the corresponding quantumevolution
should be very chaoti and random unitaries
for better random Hamiltonians provide
good intuition

R with high probability fo largedeeds
to U

H R a min logda logdo
BS

sin

A
Blackhole entropy

Hawking radiation thermodynamic entropy

String theory countingmicrostates

SBB
Area
yGn

in c 1 kiss ten units

for a black hole of solar mass
SBM 1078

trap 10 years



Holographic quantum gravity

SB Tfg is surprising Susskind

splitof Supposematter is not a blank
matter hole contained in a sphere

of area A Collapse in additional

matter Second law implies
no entropydesrenal

entropy e g

Would expect volume scaling

Suggests that secretly quantum gravity theory has
one dimension fewer holography



Ads CFT Maldacena

provides a concrete realization of this idea
in certain string theories

the quantumgravity
on bulk AdSdt space
I

Pt
non gravitional

conformal fieldtheory KID
on the boundary

conjentured equality of partion functions

Zads do Z t 14

path intgualwith fath integral with
boundary conditions go as sources foroperators
d d

weak gravity a strongly interacting CFT

GN small central charge degreesoffreedom
large



saddlepointFor small GN gravitygeometry

Eads Sdf e Sgrar d Ie Icp

Dictionary relating concepts on bothsides

Entanglement entropy in holography

Afg Entropy HGa

Claim computed as
A

Hip tittyRyuTakayanagi formula with 08A OA

Here we assume time independence
Comments

both H Pa Area ra are infinite
need toregulate diverge in the same way
sanity cheek Ads CIT
HGa log L for interval of length L
Ja is ageodesic in hyperbolic disk length log L



The replina trick
Basisfait try try t

the permutes cynically
In tin in liz in in

Want to computeRing entropy
Hula flog freak fin Ha A HIA

Boundary state is prepared by path integral

A
A

ly

Reduced density matrix

AffPA ta la YI



try take he copies and glue cyclically

Ad S CFT Maldacena Lewhowya

If this is computed by a corresponding
bulk path integral

k bulkcopies

rain

gliding
É

Yifan
small Gir try e e form

glued geometry
thesurface fate depends on k

Analyzing this action taking a limit he
gives RT formula

Interesting example of RT formula

A f B A f B

JAB JAUYB TAB YAUJB
dis tonne ited ionnetted

ICA B HA HB HAB ICA B HCA H B HAB
O 70



This is one of the motivations for the slogan

Boundary entanglement corresponds to the
connectedness of the bulk space

Entropy inequalities
Can easily prove strong subadditivity Headrick

for holographic states
SABC

8

ABQ MA B C

H AB H BL Z HABC H B

JB
7 ABC

In fact there are entropy inequalities beyond SSA
which are valid for holographic states but not in
general There is a completefinite list ofsuch inequalities
for any numberofparties Bao etal



Tensor network toy models

Interesting quantum information structure
in holography but complicated quantumgravity
computations Can we find simple finite dimensional
models with similar behaviour

Pastawskietal Swingle
Tensor networks as toymodels forholography
i f contraction

j
h e m I E k m

Aish Ben
E AghBamIIEAijklijk D bonddimension

Tensor network tensorscontracted along
some network

state lines on danglingedges

Idea tensors in themiddle represent
bulk danglingedges are boundary
theory

Examples HAPPY code MERA dimermodels



Any ant in the network separating
a

gives an entropy upper bound

A a
tank A

E D't
so HGA E logD 18A

In particular if ya is a minimal cut forA
HGAA E logD 18A

Claim to
gig

date

Haydenet al

Toy model for RT formula
Sketch proof
two main ingredients
tr p trip I Flip lji

IE ly 41 E Ely 41 III
for uniformly Haar random 147of dimension d
follows fromunitary invariante



PEPS projectedentangled pairs construction

of the state graph G IV E

startwith maximallyentangledpairs on each
edge Olpe Ige I lid

project onto tensor Did ly at each vertex v
where del is thedegreeof v and 147 is a
Haar randomtensor of dimensionDd I

11 I EDEM Ee 19

8 147511
tr Io Dd ly Yul Edge gel

log tr p H A EH 1pA log D 1gal
Jensen inequality

Eloy tipi log Etr pi



So we need to compute

I try IE tr FATE
E tr FAQIAA p

Etr Fa QI Q Dd 14741 8 19.7419
tr FAQ Ia E II F Elp gem

EarthFaut O Faut Ee19 get

For eathedge e Ky
x y e Ao P tr Ige gel 1

x y e tu F tr f Ige gel 1

e Av P ye Fut tr try I p gel I

ftp D I Old's

if ya is a minimal ant assumeuniqueforconvenience

This can be used toshow that for large D whp
HIpa log D yal 06



Comment

Eta I D't g
lo'D Eg sass

is a partition function for a classital spin model
withdomainwalls
the dominant configuration is analogous to the
saddlepointglaring in the gravitationalreplina trick

Similar computation forHu Ipa find independent

of k flatspectrum Canmake the model more

realistic by replacing link stater 10.7 by
non man entangled States Chenget al

Reconstruction error correction locality

Bail to the black holeinformationparadox
does the book radiate out ofthe black hole

Recovery System A channel IA B
then we can recover A if there exists a channel

B A
sit

B A A B IA



We can recover A if for a maximallyentangled
state far the state MBR EA B IR far is

maximallyentangled between B and R R

A B
Y

Delouplingcriterion

If yBRE is a purificationof yer then

TBR max entangled GYRE IE O YE
Wecan recover OIA if no information leaks to
the complementary channel
E

n
hole Howmuch radiation should

Decoupling theorem

PARE any state randomunitary UBR
F
RA X X

XX IAda

En Il tre UarfareUtar pea If Il s daddy 2 that



Pure initial state can recover if
E E

IE
A Rx

B
U

B B II
need dr 2 dadBt ta for euro r e

If A is n qubits the information comes
out n alog11 qubitsafter Page time

Old black hole already collected a lot of
radiation

E

Decoupling information comes
A Rnew out if Rhew is n t log qubits

B
U

B

Rold drag dB

old black holes are information mirrors



Recovery in holography

e
ait withoperator of in thebulk

t
there shouldbe a corresponding
boundaryoperator04

Where does Op ait Whatis themeaningof locality
on bothsidesof theduality

Subregion duality

Let Pa be theregion between A and minimal
surface ya thenany of acting in PA can be

reconstructed as an operatorOg on A

pig Pa is the entanglement wedge

strange features

A

if
B

can reconstruct as OAIB Ope or OA
no common support ABBn BEn A 0

t



Should be interpreted as an error correctingcode

a subsetof bulk states leg a classicalgeometry

with lowenergyexcitations code subspace
encoded in a setof boundary states

Information encoded in Pa is protected against
erasure of A

Note that of Og notuniquesince we restri it
to a subspace

Tensor network modelfor QE C

add dangling bull legs

thisdefines an encodingmap from
bulk to boundary

Let us take bulk legsofdimension d e D bonddimension

A
PA TA

FA I Ja

JA



Deioupling criterion for recovery

I same calculations as beforeTA

JI
x x x I

Phat It Off
can recover Pa fromA

Quantum RT formula

If one has a mixed bulk state how to compute
intopies

Consider RTN man mixed states at bulksites

A I
y
th I alsoneed to cut bulk edges

exactly the same computation

H Pa e log ID yal logd Ital

In holography quantum RT formula
in entanglement

you
Honk ra Tig

trop
HIpa

Area ra



Harlow etal

In fait quantum RT formula is equivalent
to subregionduality

Basic version of this

Pa A V is encoding isometry

Ta F for fifty let Pat VataVt

QuantumRT HGA c H Ppa
for ally for some constants
I

Recovery F channel OIA such that

Alfa Pra tf



Black hole information paradox
in holography

Ads CFT strongly suggests unitarity

More generalizations of RT formula
time dependent version HRT formula Hubeng etat

will not discusshere also need to consider
different choices of spatial slice

versions with large bulkentropy
consider again RTN but now with bulk dimension d
not small compared to D

A f
th t

again exactly the same
ra computation interpreting the bulk

danglingedges as boundaryedges
whencomputing appropriate ya need to minimize

log D 1gal logd Tal



This suggests in holography

H A mi
Area n t Hou Pa
yGN

quantum extremalsurface QES formula

one should really consider timedependent version
Note evidence for QES formula is more limited than
for regular RT formula
QES formula islands

Pennington

Consider a setup in Ads CFT with a radiating
blackhole We collect the radiation at the boundary

and we considerthe full boundary
withoutthe radiation

Two potential surfaces

Empty surface
R Agl Haulk TA

8 log de



Surface at horizon
R Area JA t Honk TA

96N
I

Area BH
yGN

QES gives H min Area BM
gon log de

Page curve

Alternative consider the radiation system R
then we can have islands

R by subregionduality can

ra reconstruct blackhole interior
from R

In this case the saddle in the replica trick
should look like

replica wormholes

very explicit in JT gravity
a 2 2 dimensional model which
isvery similar to random tensor
mode I



Comment the informationprocessingtasks in

holography are one shot tasks
small GN n many copyasymptotic in QI

Akers Pennington
In the presence of large bulkentropy one has

to be careful and sometimes use smooth
min max entropies e.g superpositionofBH no BH

e.g can reconstruit Pa on A if
for any surface da contained in Pa with allociated
interiorregion AA we have

Hina Ta Aa Aa
Area EA Area yal

gGN

A

A



this talk is partly based on previous
References Fleituresby MichaelWalter you ran

find slides at his homepage

Black hole information paradox
Harlow Jerusalem lectures on blackholes

quantum information
Hayden Preskill Blank holes as mirrors

Quantum information in Ad SKIT
Harlow TAS I leitures on the emergenceof thebulk in Ads CIT

ChenCzech Wang Quantuminformation in
holographic duality

Islands recent progress on the BHIP
Almheiri Hartman Maldacena Shaghoulian
Tajdini The entropyof Hawking radiation

these mostly are reviews lecturenotes containingreferences
to original work If you are interested in a specific
topic feelfree to email me then I am happy to suggest
more detailed sources L

freekwitteveen hotmail.com


